The Washington Collection for Knoll™
David Adjaye
WASHINGTON SKELETON™ AND WASHINGTON SKIN™ Adjaye translates his sculptural and architectural vision in his design of the Washington Skeleton™ and Washington Skin™ chairs. The dynamic form is accentuated by the unique design of the legs which reinforces the illusion of levity. Available in both nylon and aluminum in a wide variety of bold colors and metallic powder coat finishes. A natural copper plated aluminum version is also offered which will patina over time, adding texture to the design. With proper care and maintenance, the aluminum chair with powder coat is suitable for outdoor use.

DAVID ADJAYE  Established in June 2000, Adjaye Associates was founded by David Adjaye, who is widely recognized as one of the leading architects of his generation. The practice has gained international renown with work in Europe, North America, the Middle East, Asia and Africa, distinguished by its insightful cultural engagement and the transformative civic qualities of its buildings. Projects range in scale from private houses, exhibition design and temporary pavilions to major arts centres, civic buildings and masterplans. Completed buildings include the Moscow School of Management in Skolkovo, the Nobel Peace Centre in Oslo, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Denver and two Idea Stores in London.